Improve the Delivery of Recreational Boating Safety

Stand-Up Paddleboards
What every user needs to know.
by MR. CHRISTOPHER STEC
Instructor Trainer Educator

have integrated SUP into literally all of our nation’s waterways.
an adventurous society.

That said, there are two challenges with regard to life jacket
and leash wear for SUPs. It can actually be dangerous to

hazardous.

As one of the fastest-growing outdoor recreational activities,

continued on page 75

of waterway users about this diverse craft that bridges the

Carriage Requirement
-

bathing area, a paddleboard is considered a “vessel” under

Since stand-up paddleboarding is a relatively new activity
-

or leash wear. 3

fall off, if you’re not wearing an appropriate leash, you’re

when capsized, a SUP will just keep drifting away. If there
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Regulation Review
National Boating Safety Advisory Council
Through its Prevention Through People Subcommittee,
the National Boating Safety Advisory Council (NBSAC)
reviewed the CFR in 2013–2014 as to how it relates to standup paddleboards and other manually propelled vessels. As a
result, NBSAC passed Resolution Number 2014-91-2: Safety
Equipment Carriage Requirements: Manually Propelled Vessels and gave it to the U.S. Coast Guard. 1 Although this resolution did not definitively address every issue, it provided
recommendations to the USCG on a range of topics for standup paddleboards and other manually propelled vessels.
1. Insert a definition of ‘paddlecraft’ into [CFR 175.3 Definitions] and then replace ‘racing canoe’ and ‘racing kayak’
with ‘racing paddlecraft.’

life jacket wear for all vessels at four lakes in Mississippi (for
more information, see USACE article).
The following life jacket rule is one of several enforced at all
four of the Vicksburg District-North Mississippi lakes of Arkabutla, Sardis, Enid, and Grenada:
“All persons must wear a U.S. Coast Guard-approved life
jacket at all times on powered vessels less than 16 feet in
length or on non-powered vessels regardless of length.” 2

New Mexico
Now, consider this regulation from the state of New Mexico’s
Energy, Minerals, and Natural Resources Department:
“Mandatory to be worn on all lakes and rivers statewide
is a life jacket or PFD, a sound-producing device such as
a whistle or horn, and a white light for shining at other
boats at night.” 3

2. Replace ‘(b) Operating a canoe or kayak;’ with ‘(b) Operating a paddlecraft or raft;’ in [CFR 175.5 Exemption from
preemption].
3. Exempt paddleboards and rafts of all lengths from carriage
of an additional ‘Type IV’ ‘throwable’ PFD in [CFR 175.17(b)
Exemptions].
4. Clarify the wording and intent of CFR 175.17(c) to clearly
describe that this exemption only applies to racing shells,
rowing sculls, and racing paddlecraft when competing
in an organized or sanctioned race or training program
approved by a national or international body, or by appropriate permit, and where adequate safety precautions are
in place.

The actual New Mexico regulation can be found in Title 18
Transportation and Highways, Chapter 17 Navigation and
Boating, Part 2 Boating Operation and Safety, 18.17.2.9 Equipment Required to Operate a Vessel:
“… Persons engaged in boating on a river or in boat
races or persons using ice sailboats, personal watercraft,
kayaks, canoes, paddleboards and rubber rafts on any
waters of this state shall wear a U.S. Coast Guard-approved
wearable personal flotation device.” 4

5. Continue to exempt stand-up paddleboards while surfing
on a lake or on the ocean from the carriage requirements in
33 CFR 175.15 by adding the following language to 175.17:

For more information on appropriate
leash and life jacket wear for SUP, view
the American Canoe Association information at www.americancanoe.org.

“Stand-up paddleboards, while in the surf zone of a lake or
the surf zone of an ocean, are exempted from the requirements for the carriage of any type PFD required by 175.15.”
6. Structure the wording of these regulatory changes in such
a way that future styles and types of manually powered
vessels and craft would be included.
Since SUPs paddle on a wide range of waterways, they can also
fall under the oversight of other agencies that do not necessarily have the same regulations as the USCG.

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
For example, besides its military role, the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers is the nation’s largest provider of water-based recreation on public lands, and it has implemented mandatory
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Endnotes:
1. NBSAC Resolution 2014-92-02: Safety Equipment Carriage Requirements: Manually Propelled Vessels.
2.

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Mississippi Lake District Boating Regulations,
www.mvk.usace.army.mil/Missions/Recreation/EnidLake.aspx.

3.

New Mexico’s Energy, Minerals, and Natural Resources Department
(EMNRD), Stand-Up Paddleboarding website, www.emnrd.state.nm.us/SPD/
BOATINGWeb/Paddle_Craft.html.

4.

New Mexico regulation, Title 18 Transportation and Highways, Chapter 17
Navigation and Boating, Part 2 Boating Operation and Safety, 18.17.2.9
Equipment Required to Operate a Vessel, http://164.64.110.239/nmac/parts/
title18/18.017.0002.pdf.
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“A readily accessible and wearable life jacket is required for
each person onboard a boat, this includes canoes, kayaks,
stand-up paddleboards and waterfowl boats.”

Challenges Associated with Life
Jackets and Leashes
-

jacket.
Arguably, wearing a life jacket is a wise
decision while stand-up paddleboardhope that those who paddleboard can
the ocean, then wearing a life jacket
would not allow you to dive underneath waves once you’ve
fallen off your board. In addition, a life jacket would keep
your head on the surface — right next to the board’s sharp

So, according to Minnesota regulations, stand-up paddleboarders would need to either wear or have a life jacket on

-
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wearing a leash.

on when to wear a leash as well as what type is
appropriate for the venue they’ll be paddling on.

Next Steps for SUP
and leash wear, as well as the various regulations
applied to SUP, education is key. Local, state, and
to crafting rules and guidelines that affect stand-up
paddleboarding.
Additionally, businesses that rent stand-up

-

It is a widely accepted practice that SUPs use coiled leashes
ing scenario is presented in tidal and inland rivers with
board goes around a dock piling on one side while you go
around the other, or the leash snags on a branch along a

leash for the venue. Retailers should increase the sales staff’s
knowledge base with regard to the appropriate life jacket,
leash, or leashes necessary for each board sale. Even law
a SUP on the water. Ideally, they would approach at idle
speed and ask the paddler to kneel down on their board well

to educate the public. If people don’t know what they don’t

dangerous.
In another scenario, a stand-up paddleboarder starts out
continue to partner to provide education to all groups assolake. That individual would need to know that a coiled leash
fatalities occurring while enjoying our nation’s waterways
on a stand-up paddleboard.
About the author:

attach to your torso area, they too should only be worn in

United States, focusing on education, stewardship, recreation, and competi-

Endnotes:
Colorado.
3.
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